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Summary

The modem laser-cutting, high-speed milling and scanning machines require fast and/or
accurate linear servo systems. Linear motors used in these servo systems are becoming
increasingly popular in such applications. The assignment ofthe final project is to create
such a servo system with the brushless permanent magnet linear motor, current power
amplifier and dSPACE-system.

The three phase AC linear motor comprises a fixed number ofpermanent magnets, which
form the stator, and a translator performed by the iron core poles with concentrated
windings around them. The physical principle ofthe linear motor motion is based on the
appearance ofattraction and repelling forces between the translator and the permanent
magnets. The dynamic performance ofthe linear motor for servo applications is strongly
depending on the initial estimation procedure of the actual translator position with respect
to the permanent magnets. Thus the duty cycle of the motor operation could be
characterised by three stages.
At the first stage the actual position of the translator should be determined through the
alignment procedure. Initially the windings of the motor are energised with predefined
current pulses, and the mechanical vibration caused by the electromagnetic processes
occurs. The direction and amplitude of the vibration provide the information to find the
translator position. As soon as this position is found, the alignment procedure is left to go
to the servo control loop. During motor movement the current phase angle needs to be
recalculated in order to generate a continuous force. This recalculation is performed during
the commutation procedure. The procedures are written in C programming code and
implemented in a MATLAB/Simulink model. This model is then compiled into the
dSPACE system, which communicates with the current amplifier and the linear motor.
At the second stage a homing procedure is performed. During this homing procedure the
motor is moved to a desired reference position.
At the third stage the motor is positioned accurately by a position controller. The position
controller uses a velocity feedback loop to increase the damping. One method to obtain the
velocity signal is to differentiate the incremental position encoder signal, which regretfully
introduces an undesired quantisation noise. The noise components will appear in the motor
current waveform and limit the performance ofthe controller. An alternative method for
obtaining velocity signal uses a so-called velocity observer. This observer is presented as a
mathematical model of the motor from which the velocity signal can be estimated. The
velocity signal contains significantly less noise spikes. Further performance improvement
is obtained by the use of feed-forward control. The feed-forward control is possible
because well known trajectories have to be realised in the typical servo applications. The
feed-forward control allows to reduce the error between the actual position and the desired
trajectory.

The dSPACE system turned out to be a very sophisticated tool to synthesise the required
procedures (alignment and homing) and controllers. The designed control algorithms could
be directly translated to the microprocessor ofthe dSPACE system. An other advantage of
this system is that all signals can be visualized. This allows a good verification ofthe
dynamic behaviour ofthe different procedures and controllers. The realised servo system
can be used as a base for further study on linear motor control.
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1 Introduction

One of the main activities ofthe section Electromechanics and Power Electronics (EPE) is
designing, testing and the control ofelectrical machines. A relatively new development is
the linear motor. This motor is mainly used in positioning machines that require very
accurate and fast translations. This leads to the use of intelligent controllers, which can
easily be created by a dSPACE system. The controller can be designed in
MATLAB/Simulink in a block diagram from which a real-time code is generated. This
code is automatically implemented on the flexible hardware ofdSPACE. Because dSPACE
systems are commonly used by the industry and the section Electromechanics and Power
Electronics wants to keep up with recent developments it acquired a linear motor with a
dSPACE system.

This thesis can be divided into two parts:
• The development ofa linear servo-system with this linear motor and dSPACE

system.
• Gathering user and research experience with the dSPACE system.

The linear servo-system can be used as a base for further research on more intelligent
controllers.

The structure of this report is as follows. Chapter 2 gives the basic principle description of
the linear motor. Before the motor can be driven the position of the translator with respect
to the magnets needs to be determined by a so-called alignment procedure. This procedure
is based on a patent ofR. Beijenberg and is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 gives a short
representation of the use of the different parts ofthe complete servo-system. The design of
the position controller is described in Chapter 5. The last chapter contains the conclusions
and recommendations.
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2 Principle of a permanent magnet synchronous linear motor

In general every motor has a moving and a non-moving part. In the case ofa linear motor
there is a stator and a translator. The motor mentioned in this report is a permanent magnet
synchronous linear motor (PMSLM). The stator consists ofmagnets that are placed on a
long metal strip. The translator contains a laminated core with cupper windings.
The next figure gives a representation ofthe linear motor.

Figure 2.1 Principle construction ofa permanent magnet linear motor.

The motor is a three-phase linear motor. The translator consists of two star connected
windings connected in parallel. Each ofthe phases of the star connected windings consists
of two coils connected in series. Figure 2.2 shows the winding arrangement of a permanent
magnet synchronous linear motor connected to the power supply.

,....-----------...,------------u

Phase R Phase R

I....-.+- --L- V

'--------------'-------------------w
Figure 2.2 Winding arrangement ofthe PMSLM
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2.1 Motor movement

As can be seen in Figure 2.1 the motor will move horizontally. For force production the
motor makes use ofthe pulling and repelling force ofthe magnets. Magnets ofthe same
polarity will repel each other and magnets that are ofdifferent polarity will pull towards
each other.

F=OF=Fm= ,. F=Bll F=O 'J,

------+ ". t t +

fJ~fJ~
moomoo moomoo m

7 a) ~ b)

Figure 2.3 One coil at different positions.

F=Fmax "t
.-- 'I'

f_~ f)~
00 m 00 ..m..s...OO..N......m.s......OO..N...

c) d)

Figure 2.3 shows one coil at four different positions. The coil is supplied with a direct
current, so it acts like an electro magnet. The horizontal force will be discussed now only.
Ifthe current through the coil in figure 2.3.a is inverted the force will change direction.

With a good electro mechanical design the horizontal force is:

F=Kph.iosin(:X) [N] (2.1)

T = distance between the midpoints oftwo magnets.
Kph = constant which depends on the geometry and strength ofthe permanent magnets.
i = current through the winding
x = position of the midpoint ofthe coil with respect to the midpoint ofa magnet.

p

F=F. ['A ' F~O E!~ F=F. "A F=O "A

'~' ,~i~.) j ~'~i".)14 ,~;...oj ~'~i"'''J ~
m ortm em m em m em m ortw' Wl m !JD m Wl

~ ~ ~ ~

Figure 2.4 Force depending on momentarily current value at the same position.

The above figure reveals what happens when the current value is changing with a fixed
position. The maximum force can be obtained when the coil is between two magnets.

Ifthe coil is exactly above the magnet the horizontal force is zero. This is depicted in
Figure 2.3.b. That is why at least two coils are needed to create a continuous force. During
a zero crossing the other coil must produce enough force in the same direction to proceed
the movement. The considered motor has three pole shoes. When one coil is at a zero
crossing the other two will take over the force.

8
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To prevent the negative forces at a coil the actual current in the related coil has to be a
function ofthe position x. The adaptation ofthe current values in the coils, dependent on
the position, is called commutation. There are two main different commutation principles:
six-step commutation or sine-wave-commutation. The considered motor is developed for
sine-wave commutation, with as characteristic point that the induced voltage varies
sinusoidally with the position.

The three-phase linear motor basically consists ofthree phase windings. The distance
between the windings is 120 electrical degrees. With rotating motors it is easier to
understand why electrical degrees are used (see figure 2.5). When the rotor moves 60
degrees mechanically one notices 120 degrees shift in the induced voltage for the given
geometry.

(2.4)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Figure 2.5The transformation from a linear motor to a rotation motor.

A synchronous motor has as characteristic that the speed ofthe field created by the AC
coils corresponds to the speed of the permanent magnets in respect to the coils.
Attention will be given now to the force generated.
In case ofone winding the following equations apply:

u = iR + dlf/ with If/ = Nr/J (coupled flux)
dt

dlf/ 81f/ dx 81f/ di )
dt = ax . dt + 8i . dt dlf/ = 8 If/ . dx + L. di

L = 8 If/ dt ax dt dt
8i

P =u . i = i2 • R + 8 If/ . dx . i + l dLi
2

ax dt 2 dt
'----,,-'

Pmech

P h = 8 If/ . i . dx = F .vet)
mec ax dt

F=81f/.i
ax

with: If/(x) = -t;. cos(p(x) + p)

i(x) = j .sin (<p(x) + <p)

JrX
p(x) = <p(x) =-

r

F = Jr t; .sin (p(x) + p) . j .sin (<p(x) + <p)
r

9
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After some rewriting (see next chapter) the force ofa three phase-system can be calculated.

F =~. j. K ph cos (p(x) + p-rp(x)- rp) (2.7)

'h K 1r AWIt : ph =-'1/
r

rp(x)

rp

p(x)

p

(motorconstant of one phase for 1)

(current-angle which follows translator displacement)

(unkown current-angle offset)

(position of translator)

(unknown position offset of translator)

It is possible with the help of a commutation procedure to realise p(x) = rp(x) . So above
equation can be reduced to:

F =~ . j. Kph cos (p - rp ) (2.8)

It can be seen that the force is at maximum when p = rp .

There are several solutions to find the right current angle:
1) By supplying the motor windings with a current with a constant current angle tp. The

currents generate a force which decreases during motor movement until the force is
zero. At this so-called stable equilibrium de position p with respect to the current
angle tpis known.

2) With HALL-sensors it is possible to find the right position ofthe translator with
respect to the permanent magnets in the stator.

3) With the help ofa so-called alignment procedure. This procedure makes it possible to
find the right current-angle offset without large movements ofthe translator.

The third solution is used because at the first solution, the motor would make an
uncontrolled movement (max 12mm). The second solution cannot be realised, because
there are no HALL-sensors available in the considered motor. Another reason for using
the third solution is that it is very accurate and it requires only use ofan additional
software procedure in the controller. The next chapter will comment the complete
alignment procedure.

2.2 Summary

To control a linear synchronous motor three processes have to be realized:

• Determination of the current angle offset.
• The momentary phase current has to be associated with the actual position of the coils

with respect to the magnets (p(x) =rp(x)) .

• A speed and/or position control.

So: Alignment.
Commutation.
Speed and/or position control.

10
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3 Alignment

In linear motors the instantaneous current through the individual motor windings should be
related to the instantaneous position ofthe translator with respect to the stator.
This so called commutation process or aligning procedure is realised in software. This is
complicated because the position information is obtained by means ofan incremental
position transducer. The following alignment procedure will make it possible to find the
absolute (magnetic) position ofthe motor with respect to the stator.

3.1 The average force with one phase excitation

As it is seen in the previous chapter the current varies sinusoidally with the position and
this gives the following equations:

~ (:rx )If/ = -If/ .cos -;- + p

. I~ . (:rx )
1 = . SIn -;- + qJ

The horizontal force is depending on the current and the position of the motor.

F = dlf/ . i
ph dx

:r ~ . (:rx ) I~ . (:rx )= ~ If/ .SIn -;- + P . . SIn -;- + qJ

~ j .K ph • ~ {cos (p - '") ~ cos(2;X + p + '"J} with Kph<.;t

So the average force will be:

The maximum force is obtained when p = (jJ.

Applyingp = (jJ leads to:

This can be identified as a DC signal with an AC component.

11
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3.2 The average force with three phase excitation

The force on three pole shoes can be calculated by taking the sum ofthe three pole shoes
individually. For this we can use the results obtained in the previous section, bearing in

mind that the absolute positions ofthe three pole shoes are shifted by 1200 (= 1- 7r) with

respect to each another. The maximum force, Ftotalmax, is then found from equation (3.4):

F"", ~ -J: K""i ~-J:K,)(co,2 ( ";JJ

F"'" ~ -J: K""i -1K""i(CO'2("; + 2;]J

F"", =1K,)-1K""i(COS2(:x + 4;JJ
---------'---'--------'--'-+

(3.5)

Calculating the total force on the three pole shoes as a function ofp and rp, using equation
(3.3), based onp;c rp leads to:

(3.6)

In whichp is the translator position offset and rp is the current-angle offset.

Figure 3.2 gives the force as a function ofthe current-angle offset and the position offset.
This is the so-called FPP curve (Force, Position and Phase).
As can be seen there are two points at which the force is equal to zero according to
equation 3.3. The alignment procedure is based on searching one of these two points.

+F

p-

-F

Figure 3.2 FPP curve.

3.3 Stable and unstable equilibrium

When the motor is driven with 'sufficient' current (to reduce the influence of friction) and
a random, constant current phase offset, the motor adopts the state corresponding to that
phase offset. In other words, the motor will adopt the state in which the resulting force
between the rotor and the stator is zero. This point is called the stable equilibrium. It is
possible that the motor adopts to the state, which corresponds to the unstable equilibrium if
the phase has shifted exactly 1800 with respect to the position (see figure 2.3.d).

12
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Assume that at a certain current angle rp the motor is positioned such that (p - rp) =30° and

the current amplitude j is positive. In this case the force is positive and the motor starts
moving, so p will increase. Ifp increases then (p - rp) increases also because rp is fixed at

a certain value. The resulting force will decrease as can be seen in figure 3.3.
If the motor is positioned such that (p - rp) = 210° , the force is negative so p will decrease.

The force will rise at first but after (p - rp) passes 180° the force will drop again.

In the end the motor will stop at (p - rp) =90° where the force is zero.

270
0

// ...

+F

-F

30°
210"

/
p-

Figure 3.3 Motor moves to stable equilibrium if rp is at afixed value and j is large enough
to overcome the friction.

The combination ofthe known current angle and the actual incremental encoder signal
leads to a known magnetic position. There are two reasons why this method is not used:
1) The motor makes a sudden uncontrolled movement.
2) As mentioned it is possible at the start that (p - rp) = 270° =-90° holds exactly. Under

this circumstance the translator will not move at all and will never reach the required
stable equilibrium.

With the alignment procedure it is possible to find the stable or unstable equilibriums.
Which equilibrium is found is important because after determining the phase angle offset it
must be incremented or decremented by 90° in order to obtain a well operating
commutation. To find the equilibrium a so-called vibration procedure is used.

3.4 The vibration procedure

The basic idea behind the magnetic alignment procedure is that in general the translator
movement must be as little as possible. But since the only available indicator is the
incremental position, a certain amount ofmovement is inevitable. However, ifa first
movement is followed by a second movement in the opposite direction, the average
displacement is in theory nearly zero. Ifthe duration of these movements is kept 'small',
then the absolute displacement will be small.

This means the translator makes a number ofmovements (vibrations) with respect to the
stator. So information is obtained about the position in the FPP curve by ascertaining
whether these movements are positive, zero or negative for particular current angle offsets.
Note: The magnitude of the movement is a measure ofthe force generated.

13
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By manipulating the current angle offset rp and the current amplitude j in a certain way, it
is possible to reduce the movement of the translator to a minimum. The procedure to be
followed will be described now.

Vibration pulse

t in secj

/ PI

Surf!\ ;\'. Stin4

Surt2 ·Surf3 .
,'~--I /
'V

''..._,

Vibration period

Figure 3.3 Movement during one vibration.

The above figure shows the curves ofthe following quantities during a vibration period:

1) The current through the motor, which represents the force on the motor and hence the
acceleration of the motor, apart from the sign and amplitude, since

F;otal = t Kphi .cos(p - rp) .
2) The speed of the motor, the integral of the acceleration. Surface 1 is the displacement

after the first movement (PI - Po) .
3) The displacement of the motor, the integral of the speed.
4) The period of the vibration. The value of the period time depends on the mechanical

parameters ofthe motor and needs to be tuned ones by the user. The vibration period is
divided in 10 equal sub-periods or vibration pulses. The last two pulses are given the
value zero. A representative value ofthe vibration period time is 10.. 100 milliseconds.

The vibration procedure adds all four surfaces, which represents an amount ofmovement.
The measured result ofone vibration is:

RESULT = Surfl- Surf2 - Surf3 + Surf4

Which corresponds to:

14
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Assume that i is large enough to overcome the friction then there are three possible
situations:
1) cos(p - <p) =0

Po = Po

PI =Po

P2 = Po RESULT =0

P3 = Po

P4 = Po
2) cos(p - <p) > 0

Po = Po

PI = Po +/1

P2 = Po RESULT = 2po + 2/1- Po - 2po + 2/1 + Po = 4/1 with /1 > 0

P3 = Po + /1

P4 = Po
3) cos(p - <p) < 0 ---+ RESULT = 4/1 with /1 < 0

In spite of the above mentioned detection method, the danger of interference still remains
present, since there is always a certain amount ofvibration in the mechanical parts or
current noise. It should be kept in mind that a displacement ofan increment is generally a
very small displacement, e.g. a micrometer. This means that the absolute result must have
exceeded a certain level before it can be said with a high degree ofcertainty that the motor
has been actuated positively or negatively. The following operation is performed on the
RESULT:

,

j,
.. i~ESULIi" "

<" < ''>-nt>-;
'~detection_Jevel // I

~'- /' /' i
~// I

yes i.. :

1-' RESULT =0 l I

I" I

+
Figure 3.4 RESULT is made zero if its value is below a certain detection level

A representative value of the detection level is 10..20 micrometers.
Assume that the stable equilibrium in the FPP curve is the equilibrium that must be found.
If (p - <p) = 30° then RESULT shall be positive because the force is positive.

P is the position offset ofthe translator, which will not significantly change by the short
force pulses. <p is the current phase angle offset that can be changed. By manipulating <p in
a specific way it is possible to find the stable equilibrium. As can be seen in equation (3.6)
the force depends not only on (p - <p) but also on the current amplitude i. If (p - <p) is

close to the zero point the force will become very small and the same holds for RESULT
IfRESULT becomes smaller than the detection level, i will be increased until i has reached
e.g. 50% ofthe maximum motor current.

15
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3.5 Finding a stable equilibrium
The complete procedure consists oftwo search procedures:
1) Test procedure:
Finding the current value and current angle cp at which a motor movement is detected. In
this procedure the current starts at a low value and cp starts at zero. As long as no
movement is detected, for example because the force is lower than the friction, the current
angle offset is increased by 90° and the current amplitude is increased by a factor 1.2 after
each vibration. A movement is detected if the translator moves during three vibration
periods with the same current amplitude and current angle offset.
When a movement is detected, the next procedure is started.

2) Zero search procedure:
This procedure is an iterative process and will be explained using the numerical example
below.

1) Assume for a certain current angle cp, (p - cp) =30° . Since the force ofthe motor is

positive, a positive RESULT is calculated after one vibration (see figure 3.5a).
2) Decrement cp bydcp = 90° . So (p - cp) = 120° . The force of the motor is now

negative, so a negative RESULT is detected after vibration (see figure 3.5b).
3) Increment cp bydcp = tdcp = 45° . Now holds (p - cp) = 75° . The force is now below

the friction level, so the motor will not move. To increase the force the current
amplitude is increased by a factor 1.2 (see figure 3.5c).

4) cp is still the same so (p - cp) = 75° but j is increased. The force is large enough so a

positive RESULT will be detected (see figure 3.5d).
5) Decrement cp by dcp = tdcp = 22.5° . Now (p - cp) =97.5° again the force is too low

to produce any movement. So j is increased again.
6) The next step will be the same as 4) but with a different angle dcp. It will go on like

this until the motor current amplitude reaches e.g. 50% of its maximum.

+F
+F

+Ffriction

+F +F

-Ffriction ------·--~.------.p=1P -.------_::., -----P-::f/J- ----------o.,-----p--;f/J.

-F -F -F

--------_:~-----p:-Ql--

a) b) c)
-F

d)

Figure 3.5 Iterative process o/zero search procedure in FPP curve.
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3.6 Simulation of alignment procedure

The alignment procedure is written in C++-code and compiled in Simulink. Simulink is a
toolbox ofMATLAB, which makes it possible to simulate the procedure. The simulation
contains a model of the linear motor and a so-called s-function, as given in figure 3.6. With
the help of this s-function it is possible to integrate the C++-code. This code can be found in
the appendix. It can be seen in the figure below that friction, cogging and disturbances are
neglected. The model makes use of some parameters like the motor constant, mass and
damping. For this simulation it is not necessary to know these parameters exactly, so at
first these parameters were estimated. In the appendix ofthis report some of the parameters
are detennined by measurement. For now the following estimations were made:
Mass m=10 kg

Motor constant Kt =70 %
Damping D = 10 Ny;"

__----.I reset

....'r--------,
_-..- ....,~AmPlitude .

1+1I1-7 ""-····--.lPhi dpos ,
....•

I dpos

,
;,

~, , __~~_~________________J

...............

//'// ", /// ,~::".;" \\\"""",

f::~':::~._ __ _.__ _ __.._ __ "t ~~~:._..•..•...•.......•__ ._ _ __•••.__ _ _..•._.~~~A-_ _ __ __ ~~~2::::
reset ~ 1 otspacement ~

3 '

Start Switch
o

~

Figure 3.6 Simulation model in Simulink.

It is possible to visualise all signals during the alignment procedure. The yellow signal in
figure 3.7 represents the current pulses. The blue signal is the movement that is measured
with the encoder. After each vibration period the RESULT is calculated and is depicted as
red bars. IfRESULT is below the detection level, the current amplitude j is increased. The
current angle offset is changed ifRESULT is larger than this detection level. The current
angle offset is also drawn in figure 3.7 as a green line. It also can be seen in the figure that
the test procedure is executed at first. Ifthe test procedure has 'seen' three movements, the
zero search procedure is started. The zero search procedure 'sees' a positive RESULT, qJ is
decremented by dqJ. At start dqJ = 90° so qJis -90°. The next vibration period gives a

negative RESULT so qJ is incremented by dcp = idcp =45° so qJ is -45°.

The following vibration period RESULT is positive again, cp is decremented by

dcp = idcp =22,5° so cp=67,5°.

17
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The next vibration period RESULT is below the detection level, ffJ is not changed but j is
increased by a factor 1.2. If j has reached the maximal allowed current amplitude and
RESULT is below the detection level the procedure is ready. After the alignment procedure
the commutation procedure will be started. The commutation procedure will recalculate
continuously the current angle during movement of the translator. But before the
commutation procedure can take over the found current angle is increased by 90°. This is
important because otherwise the motor will not produce any force (see paragraph the
commutation procedure).

10

8

6

4

2

o
Detection level

-8

-- -- ------'----- -------J -1 0
0.6 0.8 1 1.? 1.4

___L "_

~--~~I

0.40.2

a-~~.:~._.-.-.-.-.-.---.-._.-._._._._._._.~.ir·---·-·-· ----

-2

-4

-6

100

80

60

40

,-., 20
'"vv 0l-
eDv

"'0
'---' -20

Figure 3.7 The aligning procedure (Simulation in Simulink).
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3.7 The implementation of the alignment procedure

To connect the PC with the real linear motor the same Simulink model is used. Only now
the model-subsystem is replaced by a dSPACE-subsystem that sends or receives its
information through an I/O panel. How dSPACE works will be explained in chapter 4.

-- -- ----- - --- - --- -------------- -- -- ---- - - - - - - --- - ---- -----. 1-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-';
I i Current I

: i Power I

: i Amplifier :
I I .

-----------~~,-------r:lV>3.~ I~=",----' ,I: I ~ R
I II I

: d I
I d I

-----------L~~---T--~~ :[A~ Is
~""""""~ 1\: ~II [ I

il l !
i: i !

!l.o-~~ h
. ~~
I .
. I
I_._. __ ._._._._._.~

.",,,,,.,,,-.

I
on"",", I
cO!lStarle I

B---.jEo"" ''''"'" Indo' fa"" I :
DSl103ENC_SWJ~_C1 :

~----------------------------------------------------- -----
Figure 3.8 The dSPACE subsystem.

The three phase current power amplifier needs two reference signals to produce three

current signals. These two reference signals are shifted in phase by 1200 (= 2;).
The current power amplifier used is connected to the two Digital Analogue Converters
(DAC). This Amplifier has some positive DC-offset. To compensate this offset a negative
DC value is added with the reference signal. In order to get the right reference signals the
signals must be adjusted. This adjustment is the reciprocal value of the amplifiers gain. So
if for instance a current signal with amplitude of 1A is needed, a reference signal with
amplitude of 0,285V is sent to the current power amplifier.
The dSPACE interface board has a peculiarity; if in Simulink a voltage of 1V is send to a
DAC a voltage of 10V is sent out. So a dSPACE constant is introduced to fix this.
A limiter block is added to protect the motor against too large current levels. 7 Ampere is
taken as limit. The encoder input produces three different signals namely:
• Position;

The position is measured in increments and to transform this to meters an encoder
constant is used.

• Velocity;
The velocity is in increments/sampling time. Also a constant is used to transform this
into meters/seconds.

• Index,
On the ruler, which measures the translator position, index markers can be found. The
distance between two markers is 5 cm.
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Figure 3.9 shows an alignment procedure of the linear motor. It differs significantly from
the result of the simulation. In the simulation the position ofthe translator is after a
vibration zero again, but the position of the real motor has a specific offset.
This offset is caused by cogging and friction as will be explained now.
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-20

-40
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-100
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

4
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Figure 3.9 The aligning procedure (dSPACE and motor).

Cogging

Cogging appears in iron core permanent magnet motors. The iron core has a preferred
position with respect to the permanent magnets.
The field ofthe permanent magnets causes a force between the magnets and the iron pole
shoes. The summation of the forces ofall pole shoes, gives rise to preferred positions
where the force in horizontal direction is zero.
Reduction ofcogging force has been obtained by:
• Skewing of the magnets,
• The combination of3 pole shoes over 4 magnets (see figure 2.1),
• Adjusting the magnet and pole shoe width,
• Different end-shoes.

The remaining amplitude of the cogging depends on mechanical tolerances and magnet
strength variations. Ten to twenty Newton is a realistic value.
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Friction

All mechanical motion is accompanied by frictional forces between the surfaces where
relative motion exists. There are several types offriction; some ofthese are described in
figure 3.10. In the bearings ofthe translator there appears to be viscous friction (a) and
coulomb friction (b). The viscous friction can be translated as the damping ofthe system
and rises proportionally with the speed. The coulomb friction is more complex and its
(simplified) behaviour is given in figure 3.10, curve a.

+F
[N]

Fe
'''----- ----------- a

-v +v [m/s]

-F

Figure 3.10 Different types offrictional force.

The coulomb friction is the main reason for the position distortion during the alignment.
Figure 3.11 shows the simulation ofa translator movement during one vibration.
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Figure 3.11 Movement distortion oftranslator caused by coulomb friction and cogging.
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In figure 3.11 it can be seen that the translator does not return to its original position after
one vibration. So the position offset p ofthe translator changes during the alignment
procedure. Due to this movement an algorithm is added to the alignment procedure to
prevent problems finding the right current angle offset rp. Until now drp is halved every
time after each vibration, leading to fust minimisation ofdrp. The procedure 'looks' for the
situation at which holds (p-rp)=90° by incrementing or decrementing rpby drp. Ifp is fixed
eventually rp will adopt a value at which (p-rp) =90 0 will apply, but ifp changes it could
take a long time to change rpbecause drpwill become smaller and smaller. For this reason a
special algorithm is added to the alignment procedure.

dgJ is not halved if the direction ofthe previous vibration is the same as the direction of the
new vibration.

~,
~-

yes..
idphi = 0.5 * dphi I

I !
,

~--..
Figure 3.12 Algorithm prevent a too fast decrease ofdrp.

Larger movements of the translator for example moving the translator by hand during the
alignment procedure will chance p dramatically. To correct this movement another
algorithm is added.
At the start of the alignment procedure the encoder signal is reset. After that rpcan be
corrected by the movement ofthe translator. Every movement of the translator can be

transferred to an angular displacement by multiplying the movement by (if) .
During the alignment the found gJ is added by the actual position.:

enC'ff
phase angle sent to motor rpm = rp +---

r
The variable enc in the above equation is the measured position of the translator with
respect to the start position and is expressed in meters and r is the distance between two
magnets (N-S). This correction is done real time during the whole alignment. Now slow
movements will not affect the alignment procedure. It is thus possible to align with a
moving translator.
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The alignment procedure is drawn in a flowchart below.
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Figure 3.13 Flowchart ofalignment procedure
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In the flowchart the current angle is represented in degrees for simplicity but the current
angle of the C-code is in radians. PHI and DPHI are the variable names used in the C
codes which corresponds to (jJ and d(jJ. The variable enc is the displacement with respect to
the start position and is updated every sample period.

When Iret has reached its maximum and RESULT is below the detection level, the
alignment is ready and the commutation procedure is started.

3.8 The commutation procedure

The commutation procedure calculates the current phase angle during movement and
should realize (P(x)=rp(x)) (see equation (2.7)), but before a horizontal force can be
produced the current angle offset (jJmust be changed in a value at which (p-rp)=0° applies.

The current angle offset (jJ, found during the zero search procedure, corresponds to the
situation at which (p-rp)=+90° (see figure 2.4.b). So the horizontal force will stay at zero
even if the current amplitude j is increased. In order to start with maximal force, (jJ is
increased by 90° (see figure 2.4.a). If j is increased, after this adaptation, the translator
starts moving, so p will rise. To guarantee a position independent force (p-rp) must equal to
zero during movement. So ifp rises then (jJmust rise also.
The three phase currents sent to the motor satisfy:

(3.7)

Above equation counts for the stable equilibrium, but with the alignment procedure it is
also possible to find the unstable equilibrium. During alignment (jJ is incremented or
decremented depending on the sign of RESULT. The following statement is responsible for
this (jJ alteration.

/ RESULT'
> ''>-no---,,
o

yes
, ,., .l'.

phi = phi - dphi
--~

I

+

•

Figure 3.14 This IF-statement determines the stable equilibrium for the considered set up.

If the IF-statement 'RESULT>O' in above figure is changed into 'RESULT<O' then the
other equilibrium is found. At the beginning of this research it was not known which
statement corresponds to the stable equilibrium, because it depends on:

• The terminal connection order of linear motor,
• The encoder signal, which direction is positive and which is negative.
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Figure 3.14 shows the statement, which determines the stable equilibrium for the
considered set up. If the wrong equilibrium is found instability occurs when motor control
loop is closed (feedback controller). As mentioned there are two equilibrium's, one is at the
situation at which (p-rp)=90° applies and the other one is at (p-rp)=2700=-90°. In both
situations the horizontal force will be zero. After addition of rp by 90° the forces will be
respectively:

F = .1 K j cos(Oo)2 ph and F = .1 K j cos(1800)2 ph

The second situation introduces a negative sign because of the 180° phase shift, so the gain
equals minus K t• If a velocity controller is created for the second situation instability arises.

Figure 3.15 Instable velocity controller.

Notice in this figure the minus sign between the current I and the force. The error in the
above figure is the difference between the input and the output. A stable controller tries to
minimize this error. In the above figure this is not the case because the input velocity
reference is positive and the output velocity is negative so the error increases.
The controller becomes instable because of this error increase.
This instability can easily be solved:

• Change the summing point in above model, or
• Decrease rpby 90° instead of increasing rpby 90°, or
• Change the IF-statement, so that the stable equilibrium is found.

The last one is the most elegant one and is used here.

Two remarks must be made regarding the commutation procedure.

Remark 3.1:
A characteristic ofa classical three phase rotation motor is that if two of the three phase
wires are exchanged the motor will rotate in the opposite direction. This is caused by the
reversed movement of the magnetic field. Suppose that two wires of the linear motor are
exchanged. In this situation the alignment will find the unstable equilibrium because of the
changed magnetic pattern. In the original situation the force of the motor can be expressed
as (see equation (2.7)):

F = -t . j . Kph cos ((p(x) + p) - (cp(x) + cp))

The term (cp(x) + cp) corresponds with the moving field during translator movement. In the

case of the exchanged wires this field will move in the opposite direction. So the force will
be:

F = -to j. K ph cos (p(x) + p) + (cp(x) + cp))
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The next examples demonstrate what happens in the two situations.

Example 3.1.a: Original situation
For instance the motor moves 1 mm and (p = cp), found during alignment.

x;r 0.001;r I
p(x)=cp(x)=-= =-;r~15°

r 0.012 12
So the force will be:

F = i . j .K ph cos ((15° + p) - (15° + cp)) = i· j .K ph = Fmax

Example 3.1.b: Two wires exchanged
The alignment finds the unstable equilibrium because the field direction is changed. So
(p = -cp) . If the motor is also moved 1 mm then:

I
p(x) = cp(x) = -;r ~ 15°

12
In this situation the force will decrease

F = i· j. Kph cos((15°+ (-cp ))+ (15°+cp)) = i· j .Kph cos(300) = 0.866· Fmax

Ifthe motor moves 3 mm (45°) it reaches an equilibrium at F=O. The motor will produce
now no force at all, even not at maximum current. To prevent damage a current limiter is
placed between controller output and the current power amplifier.

Remark 3.2
The commutation procedure calculates every sample period the new current angle. If the
translator moves with high velocity the current angle is not correctly calculated. This is
illustrated in the next example.

Example 3.2:
velocity v =2m / s

sample time 1'. = 0,0002s (Is = 5 kHz)

Movement during one sample period:
x = v . 1'. = 2 ·0,0002 = 0, 4mm ~ 6°

So during movement the current angle will have a delay of 6°.
p(x) =cp(x) - 6°

The force will decrease according

F = i· j. K ph cos(6°) = 0,994· Fmax
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3.9 Summary

The alignment procedure was designed for an ideal motor. During the implementation
distortions were detected. These distortions are caused by cogging and coulomb friction. In
order to compensate these distortions, adjustments are made to the alignment procedure.
The most important adjustment is that drpis not halved after every vibration period, but is
halved only if the sign ofRESULT differs from the sign of the previous RESULT.

Above adjustments compensate small movements ofthe translator, but if the movement
becomes larger, say larger then T, the following adjustment is made.
The current angle sent to the motor is a summation ofthe rp, found by the alignment
procedure, and the displacement ofthe motor. With this adjustment it is possible to align
while moving the translator.

After the alignment procedure the commutation procedure is started. This procedure will
calculate the current angle during translator movement. In order to build a stable position
or velocity controller it is important to know which equilibrium is found during the
alignment procedure. The alignment used for the considered configuration 'finds' the
stable equilibrium. So during commutation the found rp is shifted by +900

•
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4 The complete linear servo-system

Figure below depicts the complete linear servo-system.

< >
dSPACE DS1103 board

PC with MATLAE&lSIMULINK
and CONTR(lILDESK

Output Ipse!

Output I'ref

Digital I/O: End-switches
Amplifier enabled

Input Encoder

Connect to Amplifier

Col1nect to linear motor

Conncct to I/O panel pan Digital 1/0

Connect to I/O panel pari Inc]

LINEAR MOTOR

Input Ik :",

Inpll t L,ref

Amplificr

CURRENT AMPLIFIERy cnable
switch

Figure 4.1 The structure ofthe linear servo-system.
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The complete control system is based on two software programs. These programs are
MATLAB/Simulink and Controldesk. MATLAB/Simulink is a program used for creating
models that can be simulated and compiled into a PowerPC processor. Parameters ofthe
compiled model can be changed real-time by a program called Controldesk. This program
also makes it possible to acquire data ofall in and output signals.

The two current reference signals mentioned in paragraph 3.7 are created by two digital
analogue converters of the dSPACE board and they are sent to the I/O panel. From here
they are sent to a current power amplifier where they are converted into a three phase
current supply. The three phase current output ofthe amplifier is connected to the linear
motor windings. To protect the linear motor against overheating a PTC resistor is provided.
The resistor is directly connected to the current power amplifier and disables the amplifier
when the temperature of the motor reaches a critical level of 90°C.

Digital input/output signals are used for the motor end-switches and the enable switch of
the current power amplifier. The encoder signals from the motor are connected to the inel
port of the I/O-panel. The digital I/O and the encoder signals are galvanic separated form
the dSPACE I/O-panel in the I/O split box.

4.1 The Simulink model

Simulink has become the most widely used software package in academia and industry for
modelling and simulating dynamical systems. It is possible to build models from scratch,
or take an existing model and extent to it. Simulations are interactive, so it is possible to
change parameters and immediately see what happens. Simulink is a toolbox ofMATLAB
so all analysis tools ofMATLAB can be used for analysing and visualising results of
simulations.

The Simulink models described in chapter 3 were used to perform the complete
initialisation. This initialisation is programmed in C and is implemented in Simulink by a
so-called S-function. This program contains the alignment, commutation and homing
procedures. To position the linear motor a position controller is designed in Simulink. It
was also possible to incorporate this controller into the S-function but it is much easier to
design a controller directly in Simulink. Figure 4.1 shows the complete Simulink model
with the S-function and the position controller.
When the initialisation procedure is ready it enables the position controller by switching
the control switch. The position controller controls only the current amplitude. The current
angle is calculated by the S-function during the commutation procedure.

Some improvements were made to increase the controller's performances. One of these
improvements is the observer; it estimates the velocity to reduce noise. Another
improvement is feed forward control. By feeding the velocity and the acceleration signals
at the correct point it is possible to improve the controllers tracking capability.
More details about the observer and the feed forward-controller can be found in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.2 depicts the Simulink model and is called linear_motor.md)

Radians
to Degree6

Figure 4.2 Simulink model ofcomplete servo-system.

A description ofall blocks, used in the Simulink model, is given below.

{3> multiplies the input by K a switches if middle input is
above a certain threshold

Gain Switch

>E;} summation point ~ switches when double clicked during simulation
Sum )..0 switches also in dSPACE when linked in Controldesk

I
Manual Switch

transfers two scalar input

~R2D ~
signals into one vector

Transfers radians to degrees
Mux

Radians

I
to Degrees

transfers one input vector

8 constant value which can beinto two scalar signals
changed real-time in Controldesk

Demux Constant

t§] terminates connection which are ill integratesll1e input signal and

not connected to any other block can be reset by a rising pulse
Terminator Integrator

Figure 4.3 Description ofthe different blocks used in the Simulink model.

Beside the blocks described above there are also some subsystems.
• dSPACE subsystem

This subsystem is already described in paragraph 3.7 with the only difference that
the system is expanded with some digital signals (see figure 4.4b).

, Amplitude dpos ~
speed>

i index ~
ph amplifier enable

, reset switch B
sWitch A ~

dSPACE
SUbsystem

BIT # a ifier enable

BIT #1 Switch B

BIT #2 Switch A

BIT #31---1*8

BIT #4f---.t-1::J

BIT #51---1*8

BIT #6I---.t-R

BIT #7'+------1*8

ampifier enabe

Figure 4.4 a) the dSPACE subsystem
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• Observer

To reduce noise in the velocity control-loop an observer was used to estimate the
velocity. More details about this observer will be given in Chapter 5.

------
---_..-..-------

) real position
estimated speed

Initial value reset

current estimated position

--- cbs--_____ erver

--..........-......-
--------------

1ItlIaI__

2)- -.,... -.,...""""'_--" --,

3)---toI.......

Figure 4.5 Subsystem ofthe observer.

• Set-point generator

With this block it is possible to design a specific trajectory. Beside the trajectory it
also gives the velocity and the acceleration profile, which makes it possible to
create a feed forward controller (see next chapter). More details about this set-point
generator are described in appendix B. The gen. stop subsystem prevents the
generator stopping abruptly. The generator may only be stopped when the
trajectory has reached the zero position.
This generator is made by R. van de Molengraft.

velocity ref.

acceleration ref.

Demux

setpoint generator

Out1

'----,---' Reference Trajectory poslbon ref.
gen.stop
subsystem

Figure 4.6 set-point generator.

• S-function

An S-function is a computer language description ofa dynamic system.
S-functions can be written using MATLAB or C. C language S-functions are
compiled as MEX-files. MEX-files are dynamically linked into MATLAB when
needed.

S-functions use a special calling syntax that enables the interaction with Simulink's
equation solvers. This interaction is very similar to the interaction that takes place
between the solvers and built-in Simulink blocks.

The form ofan S-function is very general and can accommodate continuous,
discrete, and hybrid systems. As a result, nearly all Simulink models can be
described as S-functions.
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S-functions are incorporated into Simulink models by using the S-function block
(see figure 4.7). The program alignment is written in C-code and is compiled as
MEX-file in MATLAB.

1alignment r
S-Function

Figure 4. 7 S-function block.

The program contains not only the complete alignment procedure but also some
other procedures like the commutation procedure and homing procedure. Also
some protections are incorporated into the alignment program such as:

o End of stroke indication,
o Over-speed protection.

The complete alignment program is given in Appendix A with the descriptions of
all protections.
The Alignment S-function contains the S-function routines shown in figure 4.8

start
simulation

...... y
mdllnitializeSizes

Simulation loopy
mdlUpdate

____my
mdlOutputs

__-.Y: ---,
1~~1 I n i t i ali z e Sam p 1 e T i me s

I

[_~~11 nit i ali -;e~_o_~~~mt:~~m~:mm.,

y
stop

simulation

Figure 4.8 The calling sequence for the S-function.
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A description of the S-function routines required in the alignment procedure is
given in table 4.1

Table 4.1 S-function routines called during simulation.

S-Function routine Description
mdlInitiali zeSizes Simulink calls this routine while editing the

model to determine the number of input and
output ports. Simulink also calls it at the start of
simulation to inquire about the sizes of the ports
and any other objects (such as the number of
states) needed by the S-function

mdllni tiali zeSampleTimes Simulink calls this routine to set the sample time
of the S-function.

mdl Ini tializeCondi tions Simulink calls this routine to initialise the
continuous and discrete states.

MdlOutput Calculation of the outputs. This routine is called
during the simulation loop each time the output
needs to be updated.

MdlUpdate This routine updates the STATUS variable

Simulation parameters must be set before a simulation can be started. The parameters used
for the considered Simulink model are shown at figure 4.9. The start time is set at zero and
the end time is set at inf, which means that the simulation will run infmite. The solver type
is fixed step with a step time of 0,0002 seconds, which corresponds to a sample frequency
of5 kHz. Lower sample frequencies will decrease the motor force during high velocities
(see remark 3.2). For this reason a warning will be given ifanother sampling frequency is
selected. The mathematical integration method used for this model is Euler and may not be
changed for the considered alignment program otherwise the alignment would not work
correctly. One will notice unequal time intervals during the vibration period.

dJIlIIlIii\iitIlii.lf?5MI.yw"l!ite"'~\~!)"'!t{t(i~\!.. ; lret xl
_._~4~;,,~~~"~.'.':"\<fi;~\~;L:' =,"<-j~,-,

$~l ~lIo1 ~I RWl1tma·~pl

~-~·"1""0""',0--~ SlQplimtl:1in!

$QMlr~

T1iPe: IFlXed-step 3 lodel (Euler) ::±l
F."sl$·' 0,0002 Mode: lSingleTlIsking3

____._..~ ._. . OK J~L~I_~-q'J' J
Figure 4.9 Simulation parameter window.

If the Simulink model is created and the simulation parameters are set, the model can be
compiled to dSPACE. This can be done by selecting the Real-Time Workshop tab of
simulation parameters window (see figure 4.9) and then by pressing the build button at the
bottom ofthe window. Now MATLAB starts compiling the Simulink model and will
create a file named linear_motor.ppc. This file can be sent directly to the PowerPC ofthe
dSPACE board (see page 64 ofInstallation and Configuration guide).
A description ofhow the dSPACE software is used is given in the next paragraph.
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4.2 The dSPACE system

The dSPACE system consists ofhardware and software. The hardware contains a PC board
and an I/O-panel, which can be seen in figure 4.1. A more detailed description of the
hardware can be found in the Installation and configuration Guide ofdSPACE.

There are several software programs supplied by dSPACE like Cockpit, Trace and
Controldesk. Cockpit is used for controlling variable values and Trace is used for data
acquisition. Controldesk is a combination of these programs and is therefore used for this
project. Controldesk provides all the functions for controlling, monitoring, and automating
real-time experiments.

• The Experiment Management assures a consistent data management controlling all
the data relevant for an experiment. An experiment can be loaded as a complete set
ofdata with a single operation. The user can define the content ofthe experiment.

• The Hardware Management allows to configure the dSPACE hardware and to
handle real-time applications with graphical user interface

• The Instrumentation Kits offer a variety of virtual instruments to build and
configure virtual instruments panels according to special needs.

• Using data acquisition instruments it is possible to capture data from the model
running on real-time hardware. Changing parameter values is performed by
operating input instruments. The integrated parameter editor allows reading the
current parameter values from the hardware and to change a parameter set in one
step.

Since Controldesk consists ofseveral kits it is very easy to design a graphical user
interface. The base instrumentation kit offers a basic set of instruments such as:
Check_Button, Display, Knob, Radio_Buttons, Plotter, parameter editor, etc.

For more information about the design of such an graphical interface look at the
Controldesk Experiment Guide, Chapter building Instrument panels, page 135 et seq.

The Controldesk layout for this project is given in figure 4.10. It consists of several
displays, parameter editor block, buttons, indicator LEDs and a plotting area for data
acquisition. Also a message block is created which indicates several STATUS values.
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Figure 4.10 Controldesk layout

The start-up procedure of dSPACE control system

The layout shown in figure 4.10 will be loaded if the Controldesk experiment icon at the
desktop ofthe computer is double clicked. If this experiment icon does not exists for some
reason then the experiment can be loaded by opening the experiment at the !Jle pull down
menu ofControldesk. Search for the experiment called Iinear_motor.cdx.
The real-time processor is started automatically after opening the experiment. Now select
the animation mode (see figure 4.10) to enable the button and parameter edit boxes of the
Controldesk layout.

Turn on the power supply of the current amplifier and I/O split box. Enable the current
amplifier by turning the enable switches ofI/O split box and the current amplifier.
All three LEDs in the Controldesk layout will be turned on. If the A or B-switch LED is
turned off, look at the switch on the motor; maybe the motor stands against the end
springs. Push the motor a little by hand till the LED turns on. Now the motor is ready to be
initialised.
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To start up the initialisation procedure select the start box of the initialise button.
The motor will produce a heavy vibration for about 2-4 sec. After that the motor
immediately starts to run to the selected index point. The index points are counted in the
direction from A to B (look on motor). Ifthe motor has reached the desired index point the
initialise procedure is ready. Although the initialisation is ready the start button, of the
initialise box, still needs to be selected because it also is responsible for the electronic
commutation. During the initialisation the status message box shows the different stages of
the initialisation procedure. Ifa fault occurs during or after initialisation the status message
box will show a possible cause of the failure. The different status values are described in
the alignment program (see appendix A).

When the initialisation procedure is ready the status will be OK. The set-point generator
can now be started by pressing the start set-point gen. button. The motor will follow the
desired trajectory, which is designed in the set-point generator table in Simulink.

To improve the performance of the position controller, it is possible to change the
parameters real-time.
Important: Do not change these parameters during motor movement because it can

cause abrupt changes ofthe control signals.

To visualise signals select the desired variable at the variable browser window (see figure
4.10) and drag it to the plotting area in the Controldesk layout. Automatically a y-axis will
appear with the variable's name. The plotter starts by pressing the start button in the
capture settings window. The plotter signals can be saved as a *.mat-file after the plotter
has been stopped, by pressing the save button of the capture settings window. This file can
then be loaded in MATLAB to analyse the measurements in more detail.

The shutdown procedure of dSPACE control system

To turn off the control system select the stop box of the initialise button and disable the
current power amplifier. Switch off the power supplies of the current amplifier and the I/O
splits box. Switch Controldesk into edit mode by pressing the edit mode button and close
it. If any changes to the layout were made Controldesk will ask to save them.

4.3 The 110 box

The I/O box splits the signals to the different components of the entire system. It is also
used to protect the input ports of the dSPACE I/O panel. The encoder signals and the
switches are connected to opto-couplers, which are connected to the I/O panel. The I/O
panel gets its power supply from the computers power supply. To relieve this power supply
a power supply is added in the I/O box.
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4.4 The current power amplifier

The current supply acts as a three phase linear current amplifier and is specially suited for
three phase brushless AC motors in highly dynamic, industrial processes. This current
amplifier can be seen as an ideal current source with modest offset and without distortions.
It needs two inputs, one for the R phase and one for the S phase.
Some important data of the current power amplifier is given at table 4.2

Output three phase: Free convection:
Max. output current

Max output power

6 [A] continuous (RMS)
12 [A] peak during 2 sec. (RMS)
2200 [W] continuous (cos <p = 0.9)
4100 [W] peak (cos <p = 0.7)

Error (red)

Warnings (yellow)

Amplifier enable input
Reset input
Status (green)

Protections: 10-30 [V]
10-30 [V]
Amplifier OK
Amplifier enabled
Chopper active
Low bus voltage
Motor temperature (PTC)
Current overload
Heat sink temperature
Chopper overload
Control supply

In the case of an error, the am lifier will be disabled automaticall

On the front of the amplifier the output currents can be measured by LEM-modules. The
transfer ratio ofmodules is 0.4 VIA.
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4.5 The linear motor

The linear motor used for this thesis was developed at PIllLIPS Centre for industrial
technology (CFT). The motor is designed for a machine, which places components on
printed circuit boards. The linear motor is used for positioning components on the printed
circuit boards very fast and accurately. In order to position fast and accurately a motor with
very high specifications is needed. Some of these specifications are:

• High peak forces 800 N
• Low cogging forces 1% ofFmax

The position measurement system consists of an incremental encoder and an interpolator,
which makes it possible to measure the motor position in micrometers. A description about
the encoder measurement system is given in the Heidenhain catalogue.
Figure 4.11 shows the linear motor with the measurement system.

1\Iagnets under a sheet of
.-- stainless steel

~/ Linear encoder
-//,./"<

----~--
Encoder interpolator

Coil block

End switch

Rails

Figure 4.11 The linear motor with encoder and interpolator.

The twelve teeth coil block with the same number ofcoils is shown in figure 4.12. Notice
also the two end-shoes, which reduce the cogging forces in the motor. The actual coil
block is filled with epoxy to fasten the coils. Ifthe motor temperature becomes to high the
epoxy would melt and the coils will fall out. To detect high temperatures a PTC resistor is
placed inside the coil block.

Figure 4.12 The bottom view ofthe linear motor.
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Figure 4.13 shows a piece of the magnet strip. The magnets are placed with an angle to
reduce cogging forces. The magnets are made from NdFeB and are coated with nickel to
prevent oxidation. A stainless steel sheet covers the magnets to prevent any mechanical
damage (see figure 4.11).

Figure 4.13 The permanent magnets without the sheet ofstainless steel.

4.6 Summary

The complete servo-system compromises the following components:
• PC with MATLAB/Simulink and Controldesk (dSPACE-software).
• Hardware, dSPACE board and I/O-panel.
• I/O-split box.
• Three-phase current power amplifier.
• Linear motor.

MATLAB/Simulink is used for modelling and programming a control algorithm.
More complex program algorithms can be programmed in C-code and can be implemented
into the Simulink model.

Controldesk is a graphical interface between the Simulink model and the hardware.
This program makes it possible to change parameters ofthe Simulink model in real-time
and it can be used for acquiring data.

I/O-split box acts as a junction box and protects the inputs ofthe I/O-panel ofdSPACE.

The three-phase current power amplifier is the power supply of the linear motor. The
amplifier needs two input voltages one for the R-phase and one for the S-phase. The third
phase is created inside the current amplifier by subtraction.

The linear motor comprises two main parts:
A number ofbase-mounted NdFeB permanent magnets forming the stator
A translator formed by a iron-core with coils
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5 Control of linear motor

This servo system contains two different classic controllers, a velocity feedback controller
and a position feedback controller. The velocity feedback controller is used during the
homing procedure and will move the motor with a constant velocity to a desired starting
point. The position feedback controller can position the motor everywhere within its
working area. The position feedback controller used is a combination of both controllers.
The velocity-loop inside the position feedback controller increases the damping of the
complete servo system and reduces therefore overshoot. This velocity loop contains some
noise caused by the way the velocity is measured and decreases the performance of the
controller. To reduce this noise a velocity observer is designed, which estimates the
velocity of the motor with less noise. The reference signal of the position controller is a
known path and can be used for feed forward control.
Before a controller can be designed a model of the linear motor is needed in order to
calculate the controllers parameters and will be described next.

5.1 Model of linear motor

A complete model of the linear motor is given in figure 5.1. This model contains some
parameter values that need to be determined in order to design an accurate controller.
These parameters are:

• Motor constant
• Friction

• Mass
A description of the determination of these parameters is given in the appendix C-E.

U(s) Current Acceleration Position VIs)

'----------I::f14--------'
Coulomb &

Viscous Friction
Figure 5.1 Model oflinear motor.

For convenience sake the coulomb friction is neglected during the design of the position
controller. The transfer function without coulomb friction is given by:

Yes) = Kt

U(s) ms2 +Ds

With: Kt = Motor constant

m = Translator mass

D = Viscous friction

(5.1)

During the homing procedure a simple but effective velocity control-loop is used and will
be described in the next paragraph.
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5.2 Velocity controller of the homing procedure

During the homing procedure a very simple but effective velocity controller is used. It is
not important to travel at an accurate velocity to move the motor at its reference position.
That is why a proportional gain (Kv) controller is used (see figure 5.2).

Position

damping

Figure 5.2 Velocity controller.

The value ofKv is determined experimentally. Large value ofKv introduces noise into the
motor because of the velocity signal. Small value ofKv gives a larger steady state error so a
compromise is found at Kv=lO. The final value ofthe velocity after a step excitation is:

F =(u(t) - vet)) KvKt }
dv(t) (D + KvKt ) () u(t)KvKt - Fe

_dv_(_t) =a = F - Dv(t) - Fe => -d-t- + m V t = ----'--"'------'---m--:.------=-

dt m

The solution of this differentail equation is:

vet) = u(t)KvKt - Fe (1-)-D+~VKt}J
D+KvKt

with: u(t) =0.3 [,%J; Kv =10 [ A%,]; Kt =72,55 [%J;
m=8,25 [Kg]; D=15 [N%,J; Fe =15 [N]

v(t) = 0.273 (1- e-89,75t)

Lim vet) = 0.273 [m/]
Hoo Is

The steady state error is accordingly:

ess = lime(t) = lim(u(t) - vet)) = 0.3 - 0.273 = 0.027 [m/]
t-+oo t-+oo / s

A possibility to reduce the steady state error is to use I-action in the controller.
But as mentioned it is not important to be accurate during homing.

Position accuracy is more important for linear servo systems than velocity accuracy, so a
position controller is needed. The design of such a position controller is described in the
next paragraph.
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5.3 The position controller

In position control servomechanisms, design for satisfactory perfonnance is often
complicated by the lack ofadequate inherent damping in the motor and load. Then the
difficulty ofpositioning a large mass rapidly without severe overshoot in the response to a
step input can be appreciated intuitively. One possible solution is to install a mechanical
damper on the motor. However, a better and more elegant solution is possible by the use of
feedback. A damping force is a force proportional to the motor velocity and in opposite
direction. Such a force can also be generated by mounting a small tachometer-generator on
the motor to obtain a signal proportional to velocity, and feeding this back negatively to the
power amplifier input. This direct measurement of the velocity is generally preferable to
taking the derivative of a measured position signal. A derivative circuit reacts to the rate of
change of its input signal. Its output signal is therefore very sensitive to even small
irregularities of the input signal due to noise. In effect, the circuit amplifies noise. Using
another velocity estimation method, which will be discussed in the next paragraph, can
reduce this noise. Figure 5.3 represents the position controller with velocity feedback.

Figure 5.3 Position controller with velocity feedback.

The transfer function (see equation 5.1) can be rewritten in state equations in vector-matrix
form.

x=Ax+Bu

y=Cx

Using state feedback, gives:
u = -Kx~ x = Ax-BKx =(A-BK)x

With:
K=[Kv K]p
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The closed-loop system matrix has been modified from A to (A-BK). The closed-loop
characteristic polynomial is given by:

lsI - (A - BK)I =0

[~ ~Hl: -l~Hn[: Kp]J =0

ls -1] [0 0JD+KK KK =0o s+- _v_t _p_t
m m m

s -1

K K D K K =0
_v_t s+_+_p_t

m m m

2 (D+KpKtJ K Ks + s+_v_t
m m

The closed-loop poles (or eigenvalues) are the roots of the above polynomial.
The gain matrix K provides a certain freedom in choosing locations for the closed-loop
poles. The position of the poles depends on the desired servo system specifications and the
motor parameters.

The controller specifications were chosen to be:
A closed-loop bandwidth (fb) of 50Hz and a damping ratio (4) of 0.707.
The motor parameters are:

Kt =72,55 [~]

Damping = 15 [N%z]

Mass = 8,25 [kg]

A description ofhow these parameters are determined is given at the appendix C-E.
SDiane

300
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In 100
~
~ 0 r -
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-300
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400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400
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Figure 5.4 Pole locations ofdesired control system in the s plane.
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The pole positions of the desired controller should be as shown in Figure 5.4. So the poles
are:

100ff .
SI,2 = ..fi (-1 ± j)

The desired characteristic equation is then:

(
100ff 100ff.) ( 100ff 100ff.) _ [2 2 (1OOff) 2 (1 00ff)2JS+--+--j S+-----j - S + -- S+ --
..fi..fi ..fi..fi ..fi..fi

Equating coefficients in (5.2) and (5.3) yields:

KtK t = 2 (100ff)2
m ..fi

The gain matrix K can now be calculated:

(
15 + K p ' 72,55J = 2 (lOOff)

8,25 ..fi
Kp =50 [~J

Ky ·72,55 = 2 (100ff)2
8,25 ..fi

Ky = 11223 [A%J
The open-loop bandwidth or crossover frequency is frequently used by control engineers to
specifY controllers. The ratio between the closed-loop bandwidth and the crossover
frequency is almost constant and can be approximated by:
We = 0.635· wb (5.4)

This shows that the crossover frequency of the loop gain function should be:
we = 0.635 ·lOOff = 63,5ff => Ie = 32,65 [Hz]

Figure 5.5 shows the Bode plot of the open-loop gain function. The green line is simulated
in Simulink using the simplified model of the linear motor. The blue curve is measured
with a servo analyser. As can be seen the crossover frequency is at the calculated value of
32.65 Hz. The pnase margin of the controller is 80° and the gain margin is 18 dB, so it is
possible to increase the bandwidth further but this was not necessary for this thesis.,
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Figure 5.5 Bode diagram ofopen-loop gain function.

2
10

The linear motor has some mechanical resonance at around 105 Hz, 210Hz and 400 Hz.

The above Bode diagram is performed with the help of the velocity observer because the
noise on the speed signal generated by dSPACE was very large. The design of this velocity
observer is described in the next paragraph.
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5.4 The velocity observer
The velocity loop introduces the noise as mentioned before, when one applies a derivative
procedure acting on the position signal. With dSPACE it is possible to estimate the
velocity by a so-called backwards difference method,

v(k)::= (p(kT) - peek -l)T))
T

Where v and p are the motor velocity and position respectively, T is the sampling period,
kT is the current sampling instant, and (k-l)T is the previous sampling instant. Although
this method is simple, its usefulness is limited by the accuracy and quantisation noise of
the velocity estimation. Because the velocity loop is the innermost state loop, its
performance must be generally better than the outer loop and therefore its gain is higher
than the gain of the outer loop. But the higher gain requirement for the velocity loop will
cause quantisation noise to appear directly in the motor current command. This limits not
only the achievable bandwidth ofthe feedback controller but also increases the power
dissipation of the motor drive. An alternative method for motor speed estimation is to use a
closed-loop observer. Based on the work ofLuenberger, a full state observer can be
formulated as:

£::= Ax + Bu + Ko(y - Cx)::= (A - KoC)x + Bu + KoY (5.5)

Where Ko is the gain matrix ofthe observer, and the symbols with 'I\' represent estimated
variables. Figure 5.6 shows a block diagram ofthe velocity observer

initial value reset

motor current

motor positio

estimated motor veloci

estimated motor position

Figure5.6 Block diagram ofthe velocity observer.

The initial state values ofthe observer are reset to zero, because the state values of the
motor are zero when the position controller is enabled.

The gain matrix makes it possible to define the pole locations of the observer.
There are several guidelines available for choosing the location ofthe observer poles. But
one guideline is to choose the observer poles faster then the controller poles. This choice
ensures that the observer converges faster than the system. Placing the poles too far into
the left halfplane (LHP) ofthe s-plane will increase the observer's bandwidth and makes it
more susceptible to the noise. The bandwidth of the observer is chosen to be 100 Hz,
which is two times larger than the controller's bandwidth and the damping ratio is 0.707.
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The locations of the observer poles are:
200Jr .

sl,2 = J2 (-1 ±J)

The desired observer polynomial is then given by:

(
200Jr . 200Jr ) ( 200Jr . 200Jr )s+----J--- s+----+J---
J2 J2 J2 J2

S2 + 2 . 200Jr S + 2 . ( 200Jr)2
J2 J2

(5.6)

The observer matrix Ko can be determined by setting the observer characteristic
polynomial equal to the desired polynomial.

IsI-(A-KoC)I~ [~ ~J-[: ~~H;:} 0]

=rs
+ K

o1
-lD ]

Ko2 s+
m

( Ko1 + ~ ) = ( 2 2~Jr )

K o1 = 888 [inzJ
Figure 5.7 shows the result of using an observer instead on the backwards difference
method. The noise on the observer velocity is much less then that on the velocity
determined by the backwards difference method. The position controller causes a delay
time between the velocity reference and the estimated velocity. This delay time can be
reduced by feed-forward control, which is described in the next paragraph.
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Figure 5. 7 Velocity estimation by observer and backwards difference method.
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5.5 Feed-forward control

It is possible to improve the servo behaviour by anticipating the motor force, based on the
state of the trajectory generator. The advantage of this feed forward method is the
reduction ofposition error during the movement, which results in a better response for path
control.

s'R(s)

acceleration ref.

sR(s)

velocity ref.

Reference Trajectory R(s).
·--=po-:;OSiti=on=r.f;-1.~

>----~+

>--~+

damping

L _
Figure 5.8 Linear motor controlled by feedback andfeed forward.

It is not possible to impose the acceleration and the velocity into the linear motor directly
because the only one input is the motor current. So the acceleration and the velocity of the
trajectory generator need to be transferred to the correct current value.

By selecting the following values for KJV and Kja :

m
K Ja =/{

t

K = 8,25 =0 113 [As2 /J
Ja 7255' 1m,

one obtains E(s) =0, for all references R(s) and the feedback Kp • The velocity feed forward
path (KJV) compensates the viscous friction D and the velocity feedback Kv• In the
acceleration feed forward path (Kja) the inertness forces (m) are compensated.
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Without feed forward With feed forward
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Figure 5.9 Results with and without feed forward control.

Figure 5.9 shows some result of the position controller with and without feed forward
control. Without feed forward the position error during movement is almost 1 em. With
feed forward the maximum error is 100 Ilm during acceleration and when the motor travels
at a constant speed the error is approximately 10 Ilm.

5.6 Summary

A simplified motor model is created.

After the alignment procedure the motor is moved to a desired starting point with a
constant velocity that is carried out by a velocity feedback controller.

A known trajectory is sent as reference to a position feedback controller. This controller
tries to minimise the error between the trajectory position and the actual motor position.
The position feedback controller contains a velocity loop in order to increase the damping
of the servo system. This velocity loop contains the noise caused by the way the velocity is
obtained. A velocity observer is designed and implemented, which estimates the velocity
and reduces the noise. The capability of the position feedback controller to follow the
trajectory is increased by the use of feed forward control.
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Conclusions & Recommendations

The project ended with a successful linear servo system based on a dSPACE-system

Conclusions:

• DSPACE turned out to be user-friendly.

• Alignment procedure is implemented successfully and improved.

• Servo controller is designed and implemented.

• Servo position controller is tuned at a closed loop bandwidth of 50 Hz.

• A velocity observer is used and reduced the system noise level significantly.

• Feed forward control is used and reduced the error between desired and actual
position.

• The system behaviour during alignment is highly influenced by momentary
cogging, friction and the current amplifier current offset.
(The current offset of the amplifier is not described in this report because this was
detected after writing this report).

Recommendations:

• It is likely that further research directed on the reduction ofdistortion by cogging
and friction during alignment will lead to a more robust alignment procedure.

• The controller performances can be increased by more complex control methods
and by using cogging feed forward and coulomb friction feedforward. The system
developed is fitted for this improvement.

• It is wise to investigate automatic alignment parameter tuning (vibration period
time, current level and detection level).

• The rectangular current pulses sent to the motor during the alignment procedure can
be changed into different shapes (e.g. sinus form) to reduce vibrations noises.
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Appendix A C-code of initialisation
/* Alignment (Matlab 5.3 version)

This S-function implements the complete initialisation procedure.
this initialisation procedure contains the magnetic alignment the
commutation and the homing procedure.
The following inputs are used:
U(O) Encoder position signal (position in meters)
U(l) Velocity signal (velocity in meters/seconds)
U(2) Index signal
U (3) start signal
U(4) Homing start signal
U(5) Current power amplifier enabled signal
U(6) End of stroke Switch B
U(7) End of stroke Switch A
U(8) Index number at which the motor homes
U(9) Possibility to give found PHI some offset

The following outputs are used:
y[O] Current amplitude value
y[l] PHI, Current angle offset
y[2] RESULT, Displays the value of Result
y[3] Reset, for resetting the encoder signal
y[4] DPHI, Current angle correction value
y[5] Temp, Displays the movement after two pulses
y[6] Enable, enables the position controller
y[7] STATUS, displays the status of the initialisation procedure
y[8] Position, This is the zero position after homing

The following STATUS signals are used:

STATUS No
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

STATUS name
WAITING FOR START
TEST
ZERO SEACH
HOMING
OK
NOT OK
STOPT BY SWICH
AMPLIFIER DISABLED
OVERS PEED

Description of the STATUS signals:

WAITING FOR START:
Initialisation waits for start command

TEST:
Initialisation is at the test procedure

ZERO:
Initialisation is at the Zero search procedure

HOMING:
Initialisation is at the homing procedure
Also the commutation procedure is started

OK:
Initialisation is ready
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NOT OK:
Encoder has no Power:
if during STATUS OK the power supply of the encoder disables then the
STATUS will change into NOT_OK.
To run the motor again first the cause off the power cut-off must be found.
After that switch the initialisation procedure in Controldesk to Stop and
then to Start again.

Same amplitude count:
If durinq alignment for some reason the amplitude of the pulses stays the
same for 100 vibration then there is something wrong. The STATUS will
change into NOT OK. Try running the alignment again.

No movement:
If during the test procedure no movement is detect.ed then the STATUS is
changed into NOT OK. Look if the motor is block of check encoder signal.

STOPT BY SWITCH:
End of working area:
If during the STATUS OK one of the two end-switches are pressed the motor
stops. Tc run again do the same as in the over speed situation.

APLIFIER DISABLED:
amplifier disabled:

If the arnplifieL' is disabled during movement the motor stops.
To run the motor again enable the current power amplifier and restart
the initialisation procedure

OVERSPEED:
over speed:
If during STATUS OK the velocity of the linear motor exceeds 2.1 mls
the STATUS is chanced into OVERS PEED and the motor stops.
The initialisation procedure must be restarted to run the motor again

Antoine Verweij, 2000 * /
#define ~) FUl,JCTIOT-·Y N.,::'JvIE al
#d~fine S FUNCTION LEVElJ._- .-

::1J.nc.l. 'lsirnst_!~·uc:.hTI

#define pi 3. ~4j_59265 58979 3 462643383 7

,L

#dei"i.l";F.' !<fCUTpi]'r5

#cleflne NIl.'JRY

L

2 () (~j

#d~fine DETECTION
g:de f ine ~';I BF-'J\.T

#d.t:': l.ne ST..4TU,'3

#de.fine I.Lef
#d,::cC.ine FHJ.

IIAmpere
I/Heter
Iisec.

p rVJ t' f', -.''1 I" k [ !)] J
·prv;r.k [r"' ~-k 1J
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II The total movement per cycle
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#de£i!l'~ DISC STEP
#define V
#define T,,-MPIJITUDE COU!-JT

~~

#define HOMING READY
#define INDEX COUNT
#define INDEX COUNT EN-,~BLE

.- --
#defil1e TEST COUNT
#define TEST F/\ULT
#define temp
#define tempI
#clefine temp2
#define temp3
#clefil1>=- ternp4
#defi.ne PREVIOUS RESlJLT

#i.nc]:_lde· "ali3.h"
#J,I.l\--=l U<JE- "~J'lOL~k. e,r

pr~drL [pi'V'}rk [5

prVTl,'k tp.ir.~lrk 6
px:-r,,0rk pit-vI:' r. 7
pr'\i,Jr}: pii,'Jrk [8

P r1;J r j-~ [ k [ :-?

pr lf'Irk f r'irdI'k [.1

pr-v'Trk [pi'vJrk [_~l

p.L1>,Ir}: [p-l",.,rr [l.?
p r VI ~c k [p i l,.'J!: }.~ [ 13
pr\r'Jrk [,pi'l":;L [14
prviJ~L vJrkf15J
pII.-'lY k [pivJrk 1. 16l
P rTdr k [p t \vr k [ 17]
pr~!\T:rk, [pi\'lrk 181

II To count the discrete steps
II The homing speed m/s
II See coroment above
II Homing ready
II Counts the number of index
II Required index is found
II Counts number of test procedures

II position before new vibration
II displacement after second pulse
II displacement after fourth pulse
II displacement after sixth pulse
II displacement after fourth pulse
II memory of previous result

static void mdlInitializeSizes(SimStruct *S)
{

ssSetNumContStates (S, ) ;
ssSetNumDiscStates(S, NSTATES);

if (!ssSetNumInputPorts(S, i)) return;
ssSetInputPortWidth(S, ,NINPUTS);
ssSetInputPortDirectFeedThrough(S, );

if (!ssSetNumOutputPorts(S,l)) return;
ssSetOutputPortWidth(S, ~, NOUTPUTS);

ssSetNumSampleTimes(S, });
ssSetNumRWork(S, NRWRK);
ssSetNumIWork(S, NIWRK);
ssSetNumPWork(S, );
ssSetNumModes(S, 0);
ssSetNumNonsampledZCs (S, '));

}
static void mdlInitializeSampleTimes(SimStruct *S)
{

ssSetSampleTime(S, ,CONTINUOUS SAMPLE_TIME);
ssSetOffsetTime(S, 0, ,). );

#de£lne MDIJ IrJITIALIZE COIJDI~IOr'JS

static void mdlInitializeConditions(SimStruct *S)
{

double step size;
Ilreal T *x ssGetRealDiscStates(S)i
Ilreal=T *y = ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S,O);

int T *piwrk=ssGetIWork(S);
real T *prwrk=ssGetRWork(S);

rwrk_init_all(S);
STATUS=(int_T) WAITING_FOR_START;
step size=ssGetStepSize(S)i
if (itep_size!=G. 002)
{ssSetErrorStatus(S, "Step size must be
}
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static void mdlOutputs(SimStruct *s, int T tid)

vibration_step;
istat;

double
int
real T
real T
InputRealPtrsType

*x
*y
uptrs

ssGetRealDiscStates(S);
ssGetOutputPortRealSignal(S,~);

ssGetInputPortRealSignalPtrs(S, 0);

int T
real T

*piwrk= ssGetIWork(S);
*prwrk= ssGetRWork(S);

vibration step=(VIBRATION PULSE/ssGetStepSize(S));

istat=(int T)STATUS;
switch (istat)
{

case WAITING FOR START:
AMPLITUDE COUNT
DISC STEP
DPHI
HOMING READY
INDEX COUNT
INDEX COUNT ENABLE
PHI
RESULT
PREVIOUS RESULT
TEST COUNT
TEST FAULT
Iref
V_homing
tempO
tempI
temp2
temp3
temp4

x [1] = ;
x[ J=\);
x [ ] =-1;

y[ J= ;
y [.l J=c,;

y[;;:J= ;
y[ J= ;
y[clJ=U;
Y [ J=);

y [6J = ;
y[ J=');

break;

=('. =*pi;

0;

G;

=0.3;
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case TEST:

if (DISC_STEP==( *vibration_step))
{y[3]=1; //reset encoder
y[O]=Iref;

}

else if (DISC_STEP< l*vibration_step))
y[ ]=Iref;

else if (DISC_STEP< 2*vibration_step))
y[ ]=-Iref;

else if (DISC_STEP==( 2*vibration step))
{templ=U( );y[5]=templ;}

else if (DISC_STEP< (3*vibration_step))
y[O]=-Iref;

else if (DISC_STEP< 1*vibration_step))
y[O]=Iref;

else if (DISC_STEP==( 4*vibration_step))
{temp2=U( );y[ ]=temp2;y[ ]=-Iref;}

else if (DISC_STEP< ( 5*vibration_step))
y[ ]=-Iref;

else if (DISC_STEP< 6*vibration_step) )
y[ ]=Iref;

else if (DISC STEP==( 6*vibration step))
{temp3=U( );y[5]=temp3;}

else if (DISC_STEP< ( '*vibration_step))
y[ ]=Iref;

else if (DISC_STEP< *vibration_step) )
y[ ]=-Iref;

else if (DISC STEP==( 8*vibration step))
{temp4=U ( ); y [ ] =temp4;
RESULT=-(tempO-templ)+(templ-temp2)+ (temp2-temp3)-(temp3-temp4);
y[;]=RESULT;
y[O]=O;

}

else if (DISC STEP< (lO*vibration_step))
y[ ]= ;

else if (DISC_STEP==(l *vibration step))
{y[ ]=Iref;

tempO=U( );y[5]=tempO;
DISC STEP=!:;
y[2]=O;
if ((RESULT>=-DETECTION_LEVEL)&&(RESULT<=DETECTION_LEVEL))

I Iref= 1. *Iref;
PHI=PHI+ (pi/ );
TEST COUNT=O;
if (iref>Imax)

{Iref=(;
TEST FAULT=l;

}

}
else ++TEST COUNT;

}

DISC STEP++;
y[l]=PHI+((U( ))*pi/ . L2);

break;
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case ZERO SEARCH:

*vibration_step) )

*vibration_step))

.~ *vibration step))

*vibration_step))

l*vibration_step))

2*vibration_step))

if (DISC STEP<
y[O]=Iref;
if (DISC STEP<
y[ ]=-Iref;
if (DISC_STEP==( 2*vibration step))
{templ=U( );y[5]=templ;}
if (DISC STEP< ( ?*vibration_step))
y[ ]=-Iref;
if (DISC_STEP<
y[')]=Iref;
if (DISC_STEP==( 4*vibration step))
{temp2=U( ) ;y[5]=temp2;y[ ]=-Iref;}
if (DISC_STEP< ( S*vibration_step))
y[ ]=-Iref;
if (DISC_STEP<
y[ ]=Iref;
if (DISC STEP==( C*vibration step))
{temp3=U (J) ; y [ ] =temp3; }
if (DISC_STEP< ( 7*vibration_step))
y[ ]=Iref;
if (DISC STEP<
y[ ]=-Iref;
if (DISC STEP==( *vibration step))
{temp4=U ( ()) ; y [ ] =temp4;
RESULT=-(tempO-templ)+ (templ-temp2)+ (temp2-temp3)-(temp3-temp4);
y[,]=RESULT;
y [ ] =!; }

if (DISC STEP<
y [ ] =IJ;
if (DISC_STEP==( Hvibration step))
{tempO=U( ) ;y[5]=tempO;

if ((RESULT>=-DETECTION_LEVEL)&&(RESULT<=DETECTION_LEVEL))
{Iref=l.~~*Iref;

if (Iref>Imax)
Iref=U;
AMPLITUDE COUNT=O;

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

else

}
else
{AMPLITUDE COUNT++; II Same amplitude count
if(PREVIOUS RESULT> ) && (RESULT<O)) I I ((PREVIOUS_RESULT<C') && (RESULT>iJ))

DPHI=DPHI* .5;
PREVIOUS RESULT=RESULT;

if (RESULT>:I)
PHI=PHI-DPHI;

else
PHI=PHI+DPHI;

}

y[C]]=DPHI;
y [ ] =0;
DISC_ STEP=O;
y[ ]=();
y[O]=Iref;

}

y[L]=PHI+((U( ))*pil .'.. ,:);

DISC STEP++;
break;
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case HOMING:
y[lJ=PHI+pi/2+(U( )*pil . 12);
if (U (7) ==u)

{x[3J=l;
INDEX COUNT_ENABLE=l;

}

if ((U ( ) ==1) && (INDEX_COUNT_ENABLE== L)) I I U (2) =index
{++INDEX COUNT; II Index count

if (INDEX_COUNT==U( )) II stop at index #
{V_homing=O;

HOMING_ READy=l;
}

}

if (HOMING READy==I)
{if (DISC_STEP==5000)

{x [ 2 J=U ( ()) ;

DISC STEP=');
x[1J~I;

}

DISC_STEP++;
}

y[OJ=( (x[3J*V homing)-U(J) )*1
break; -

II Velocity feedback with Kv= 10

case OK:
y[ J=O;
y[lJ=PHI+pi/2+(U( )*pil . U)+U(C')*(pi/JS':);
y[ J=l;
y[ ]=U( )-x[2J;

break;

case STOPT BY SWITCH:
y[OJ=-U(I)* ;
y[~:]=O;

y[JJ=PHI+pi/2+(U( )*pi/ r • 12);
y[E]=O;

break;

case NOT OK:
case AMPLIFIER DISABLED:

y[UJ=";
y[lJ=O;
y[ J=(';
y[':'J=O;

break;

case OVERSPEED:
y[ J=-U(l)*:;';
y[lJ=PHI+pi/2+(U(O)*pil . 12);
y [ J=C!;
y[rSJ=O;

break;
}

y[7J=STATUS;
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ssGetRealDiscStates(S);
ssGetInputPortRealSignalPtrs(S,r);
ssGetIWork(S);
ssGetRWork(S);

mdlUpdate(SimStruct *S, int_T tid)
istat;
*x
uptrs =
*piwrk=
*prwrk=

static void
{ int

real T
InputRealPtrsType
int T
real T

if ((U(7)==0)&&(U(6)==0))
STATUS=(int_T) NOT_OK;

if (U ( 3 ) == 0 )
STATUS= WAITING FOR START;
if (U ( ) ==())

STATUS=(int_T) AMPLIFIER DISABLED;
istat=STATUS;
switch (istat)
{

case WAITING FOR START:
if (U ( 3 ) == 1)

STATUS=(int T)TEST;
break; -

I*both end-switches are turned off
this only occurs if both switchec
are pressed at the same time or
if the power supply of the 1/0
split box is turned off.*1

II start switch

II amplifier disabled

II start switch

case TEST:
if (TEST_FAULT==J)

STATUS=(int T)NOT OK;
if (TEST_COUNT== )

STATUS=(int T)ZERO SEARCH;
break; -

1* no movement was detected during
test procedure*1

II movement is detected 3 times

case ZERO SEARCH:
if (AMPLITUDE_COUNT==100) 1* 100 times same amplitude,

then something is wrong*1
STATUS=(int T) NOT OK;

if (Iref==O) 
STATUS=(int T)HOMING;

break;

case HOMING:
if (x [1 ] == l )

STATUS=(int T) OK;
break;

Ilhoming ready after rest period

case OK:
if (( U ( "7 ) == U) I I (U ( 6) == ))

STATUS=(int T) STOPT BY SWITCH;
if (U ( ) > . 1 ) -

STATUS=(int T) OVERSPEED;
break; -

Ilend-switches A and B on motor

Iloverspeed protection> 2,lm/s
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case STOPT BY SWITCH:
case OVERSPEED:
if (U(4)==1)

{STATUS=(int_T) HOMING;
HOMING READY
INDEX COUNT
INDEX COUNT ENABLE
x [3]
x [1]
V homing

break;-
}

}
#endif

#de i.i ne i~r[)I-1 DERI"f;·i~..T 1\/E:3

#.i f de f in0'cl (["IDL DEP.IVY,~TI\/ES)

. 3; }

//horning switch in Controldesk

//homing direction

static void mdlDerivatives(SimStruct *S)
{

}
#endif
static void mdlTerminate(SimStruct *S)
{

}
~ i fdef 1!"lP-..TLAB r,lEZ FILE
#include ".s irnulink. c.::"
#e1.se
#incILld\~_:' 'tc~g._sfun.hI'
#endif
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Appendix B The set-point generator
By double clicking the 'reS' a program called refedit is started in Simulink. At first
this program asks to load the previous parameters. Ifanswered No a clean
trajectory design table is displayed (see figure B.l), ifanswered Yes, the previous
parameters can be changed. It is very important to design a trajectory, which
always ends at the zero position. This generator is made by R. van de Molengraft.

The gen.stop subsystem will stop the set-point generator only if the translator has
reached the zero position.

..

A trajectory can be designed by giving the desired position Xe, the jerk, the
acceleration and the velocity. If a value of the acceleration or the velocity is too
high it will be recalculated automatically till a correct value is reached. The lock
box above the jerk, acc and vel columns can be selected ifthe value of the first
movement needs to apply for all movements. Iffor instance the value ofthe jerk
needs to be 1000 for all movements, type this value at jerk column of the first
movement and select the lock box. Now all movement will be performed with the
same jerk value. The infbox needs to be selected ifthe trajectory needs to be
repeated infinite times. After closing the trajectory design table the program refedit
will create a matrix called refthat is sent to the workspace ofMATLAB. The
trajectory signals, which are created in figure B.l are depicted in, figure B.2.
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------ Reference trai.ectolY_ ------
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Figure B.2 Trajectory signals.

Iffor some reason the above trajectory is lost then it can be easily reloaded by the
following command in MATLAB:
»Ioad ref1 <enter>
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Appendix C Determination of the motor constant

(C.I)

= terminal voltage
= terminal resistance
= motor current
= terminal inductance
= motor constant
= velocity

i

• L
• Kph

• v(t)

•

In general, electromechanical transducers use magnetic fields, which are established by
current-carrying coils. The electrical circuits then include self-inductances and mutual
inductances. A current i flows ifa voltage U is applied to a coil and a magnetic flux is
produced.
They are related by:

U R · d'l/(i,x)= 1 + ---'----=-----'-

dt

U = Ri +(0'1/ di + 0'1/ dx)
oi dt ax dt

. di 0'1/ dx
U=Rl+L-+--

dt OX dt

U = Ri + L di + Kph . vet)
dt

With:

• U
• R

Above formula is called the voltage equation.

Moving the translator over the magnets by hand the coupled flux can be measured by
integrating the induced voltage E, given by:

E = 0'1/ . dx
ax dt

t2 t2 0 dx
fEdt= f1 ._dt

II t\ ax dt
12 xCt,) 0
fEdt= f ;;.dx

II xCt, )

12 x(t,)

f Edt = f 0'1/ = 'I/(X(t2)) -'l/(x(tl)) (C.2)
II xCt,)

E can only be measured between two ofthe three terminal wires of the motor because there
is no accessible star point. So E will be measured between two winding that are electrically
shifted over an angle of 120°. With the help ofdSPACE it is possible to make an integrator
that integrates Ephyh. The value ofEphyh depends on the speed of the translator. If the
motor is moved too fast, a too large voltage is sent into the dSPACE panel. To prevent
damage by an over voltage a probe is used which reduces the voltage ten times. Integrating
this voltage gives the flux as function ofthe time.
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(C.3)

By measuring the translator's position during integration it is possible, with the help of
MATLAB, to create a figure that depicts the flux as function ofthe translator's position
(see figure C.l). The measured flux can then be described as follows:

~ (JrX)11/ph _ph = -11/ph _ph cos -----;-

In equation (C.1) it can be seen that K ph = all/ph for one phase.
ax

So the motor constant can be calculated as follows:

_ II/ph ph _ 1 ~ (JrX)
11/ph - J3 - - J3 11/ph _ph • cos -----;-

K all/ph Jr ~ . (JrX)ph =--= r:;l1/ph ph ·sm -ax r"l/3 - r

(C.4)

with: r = 0.Ol2m

Ij/ph_ph ~ 0.32 Vs

--~~ •• -~~~----------------.-~-~------~-------.. ~~.~-~----,-,---~~--+ ~tT~~---

- ...1-· - .. - .. - ... -,- - - -- -,'- - - -. ~ .. " ••• T .,.• " .',- -':- .,,- --"-":'; - r-Ii - IT" -,. - - - - - - ..- "".",- +- ... - - _... - - -'''' -- -- 4- "---. - ¥- t- - ---I-0.3

-0.2

Ci;'
e::. 0 -----.-
~

-0.1

-0.4 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
x {m]

Figure C. j Measuredflux as function ofthe position.

0.8 1 1.2
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Appendix D Measurement for friction estimation

With the help of the set-point generator it is possible to move the motor with several
velocity values. The force needed during a constant speed is calculated by multiplying the
measured motor current with the motor constant (determined at appendix E). The result of
this measurement is depicted in figure D.1.
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Figure D.l The Coulomb and Viscous friction.

Damping

It is possible to determine the value ofthe coulomb and viscous friction by plotting a trend
line through the measurement results. The trend line is extrapolated until it crosses the y
axis. At that crossing the value ofthe coulomb friction Fe can be determined.
The viscous friction, also called the damping D, is determined as shown in figure D.1.
The values are determined at:
Fe =15N

D=15Ns/m

The measurement described above has been done with a very weak controller without any
feed forward. Figure D.2 shows the controller. The velocity has been obtained from the
dSPACE encoder input which uses the backwards difference method. This introduces noise
but with a low bandwidth it is not a problem.
The gains used at this controller were:
Kv=20
Kp=1400
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Figure D.2 Control system usedfor friction measurements.
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Appendix E Mass estimation

To measure the mass oftranslator it must be removed from the rails. The magnetic force
generated on the iron-core of the translator is so strong that it is hard to lift the motor from
the rails. That is the reason why the translator mass is estimated. To estimate the translator
mass some measurements are performed with the position controller described at Appendix
D. With the help of the trajectory generator it is possible to define the acceleration and
velocity. By measuring the current during acceleration it is possible to calculate the
translators weight with the following equation:

m = I· Kt - D . vet) - Fe with: m =translator mass
a

I =motor current

Kt = motor constant

D=damping

vet) = velocity

Fe =coulomb friction force

a = translator acceleration

Above equation is implemented in the Simulink model as depicted in figure E.!
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Figure E.1 Mass measurement model in Simulink.

The acceleration is zero during the constant speed interval. To prevent dividing by zero a
special function is added to overcome the zero problem. This function replaces the zero by
one. The mass needs only to be calculated when the acceleration is higher then zero. The
switch in above block diagram introduces large spikes. A peak limiter has been used to
reduce these spikes. The filter behind the complete calculation is used to reduce the noise
obtained from the velocity signal. The measured mass is 8,25 kg (see figure E.2).
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Figure £.2 Mass measurement. time [s]
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Appendix F Symbois

Symbol Description Unit

F Motor force N
Fe Coulomb friction force N
j Current amplitude A

Kph Motor constant per phase N/A
Kt Motor constant N/A
D Damping Ns/m
m Motor mass kg

Kp Position feedback gain Aim
Kv Velocity feedback gain As/m

1:01 Observer gainl Aim
1:02 Observer gain2 S·I

Kja Acceleration feed-forward gain As2/m
Kjv Velocity feed-forward gain As/m
v Velocity mls
a Acceleration mls2

R Resistance Q
L Inductance H
P Power W
U Voltage V

qJ Current phase angle rad

<p", Current phase angle sent to motor rad
N Number ofwindings

'l/phyh Coupled flux between two phases Wb

'//ph Coupled flux ofone phase Wb

t/J Flux ofone winding Wb

p Position oftranslator with respect to magnets m
iR,s,T Three phase currents A

7r pI = 3.14159

r Magnet pitch (distance between N-S pole) = 0.012 m
enc Measured encoder position m

Variable names used in alignment program

PHI Corresponds to qJ in this report rad

DPHI Corresponds to d qJ in this report rad
RESULT Values the total movement after one vibration period m

TEMP Displays the value ofthe movement after two pulses m
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